
William Frank Co. Trumpets 

Chicago & Barrington 

1909 the William Frank company was started this year according to ads in the 1930s so perhaps he 

was doing this part time while still with Holton 

1911 William Frank Co., #542 S. Dearborn, h. #122 E. 56th 

1916 ad below shows the National model trumpet; the National Band Instrument Co. was 

incorporated in July of 1915 by Frank but he changed the company name to William Frank Co. 

in December. The National name was retained for a while as a model. 

 

The lowest serial number trumpet I have found is this Excelsior model with #878; very close in design 

to the 1916 ad. 

 

1919 Frank builds a new factory on Clybourne St at the corner of Lewis St, Chicago (MTR) 

 



Trumpet #1567, this adds the popular stop rod for Bb/A 

 

Excelsior model #2560 

 

Classic model #2815; this unusual one has a forward 2nd valve slide and a 1st slide ring 

 

Classic model #3588 

 

 

 

 

 



Bel Canto model #5501 

 

Intruscala model #5874 

 

Tempertone model #6540 

 

Paramount model #7329 

 

 



Paramount model #9235 

 

1928 First use of the “Utona” name later registered in 1931 (registration document) 

Utona trumpet is a stencil of a Pan American model 34B with the serial #70497 dating it to around 

1928-1929. This does not have the Frank name added. 

 

1930 the William Frank Co., #2029-2033 Clybourne, has a 40,000 square foot factory; their new 

catalog shows the Classic, Excelsior, and Student models (MTR) 

1930 ad for their new catalog; this image appears to match best with the earliest Excelsior trumpets 

which had the band around the mouthpiece socket rather than all later ones with the long one; 

if true, this would make for a very small output early on 

 



1931 Excelsior trumpet ad 

 

1934 start of “American Prep” line of student instruments (I cannot find the original source for this); 

these all use a six-digit serial number starting around 101000 

American Prep #102275 

 

American Prep #103016 

 

 

 

 

 

 



American Prep #103556 

 

#11004; possibly Artist model 

 

Biltmore model #11100 with 0.438” bore 

 

Artist model #11382 

 

 

 



The trumpets often have this distinctive Frank mouthpiece 

 

Artist model #11892 c.1938 

 

#12633 

 

Americana model with unknown serial number; made in Chicago 

 

 

 

 

 



1945 Barrington plant opens; cornet serial numbers change around 12000; trumpet serial numbers 

around 14000; American Prep cornets change around 108000; trumpets around 104000. 

American Prep #106xxx 

 

Biltmore model #111xxx 

 

Biltmore model #112150; 0.462” bore & 4-9/16” diameter bell 

 

Typical case for this period 

 



Biltmore #112150 bell 

 

Classic model #14456 c.1950 

 

1951 Trumpet ad showing three available models 

 

 



Classic model #15160 is one of the highest five-digit numbers found; c.1955; this shares many design 

features with the earlier Artist model. I picked this up in 2018 and found it to have some 

original quality control issues. The valves had been given a chrome plating that was flaking off, 

the bottom inner slide tube was so long that they left a loose piece inside in order to close the 

gap and still be able to remove the slide before it hit the bell, and the tuning for all valved notes 

was flat, requiring a shortening of all three slides to bring it into proper tune. This has a bell 

diameter of 4-9/16”, a 0.462” bore and is 19” long. There is an engraving of a small castle on 

the bell. 

 

 

1956 The company is dissolved and equipment is sold to Schilke 

 


